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We at the L.C.D.C are led to believe that by the end of This month, you will have

decided on setting an age limit for London’s Taxicabs. Some of the feedback we

have received lately suggests that you might be leaning towards a ten year limit.

We respectfully would like to point out to you, that should this be the case then 

we firmly believe that the ramifications for our trade would be catastrophic.

After all, it was only two years ago under the last Mayor that the Cab trade was

forced to spend £32 million pounds to upgrade their vehicles just to comply with

the new emission levels.

At meetings we have attended TFL figures stated that the Licensed Taxicab trade

was responsible for a mere  1% of emissions within the Capital. It makes no sense

whatsoever to decimate the fleet of Londons taxis, to reduce emissions by such a

miniscule amount.

We are sure that the last thing you would wish to leave as a legacy for Londoners

is that during your first term as Mayor, you oversaw the demise of the finest taxi

service in the World, and one that has served this Capital for over 300 years.

Dear Boris,

Yours Sincerely
Grant Davis - Chairman

The return
of Edgy
Eddie



Grant Davis - Chairman

D-Day

Approaches
As you will have seen from the

front page, we at the LCDC are

very concerned that once again

the Licensed Taxi Trade will be

the whipping boy when it comes

to cleaning up Londons air. 

It seems Incredulous to me that we

still have London buses driving

round on Euro 3 emission levels

and paying just £165 a year in road

tax, whilst we on the other hand are

facing the decimation of our

Industry. let us hope that common

sense prevails,and the Mayor Boris

Johnson extends the age limit of

Taxis to 15 years.

As we are going to press I have

just received the Private Hire and

Taxi Consultation Document, but

have not had the opportunity to

study it in full and as such I will not-

make any comment as of yet, but in

next months issue of the Badge,

there will be a break down and

analysis of all the major points.

However in the mean time, if you so

wish to view the document in full

you can, download the document at

the website below.

tph.consultation@tfl.gov.uk

Pedi Cab Bill

Soon Upon Us
The controversial Pedicab Bill will

soon  be put before Parliament  and

once again, as in the past it appears

the LCDC are the only Trade

Organisation who are fighting the

proposed plans to allow Pedicabs to

be licensed by Westminster City

Council. As far as we are concerned

they are a death trap and should not

even be allowed on the streets of the

Capital. 

Dial - a - Cab

Diatribe
And finally….it appears once again

that we have upset our friends at

Dial A Cab. Apparently, I am to

blame for Dial A Cab having to have

a Private Hire Operators Licence.

The fact that they have a whole

floor of their new building dedicated

to booking minicabs has nothing to

do with it whatsoever.!

I am very flattered that they have

dedicated 3 pages of their Callsign

magazine to me once again using

slurs, mistruths, and innuendos

against both myself and the Club,

whilst at the same time stating that

we at the LCDC are so un- impor-

tant…really?

In the past, Dial A Cab were free

to print any old rubbish they cared

to, and use Callsign to undermine

any individuals that stood up to the

B.O.M and particularly the

Chairman. It is about time that they

realised that this has all changed

and realise silence is golden.

Editorial
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Helen Chapman

- Deputy Director

London Taxi & Private Hire

The licensing of the private hire

trade commenced in 2001, cover-

ing the licensing of private hire

operators, drivers and vehicles in

London.

Since its introduction, only small

changes have been made in

respect of private hire licensing and

the time is therefore right to under-

take a consultation to review the

existing arrangements.

One of the key objectives of

London Taxi & Private Hire (formally

the Public Carriage Office) over the

past 12 months has been to work

as part of a team to identify and

understand the key issues currently

in place and to draft proposals that

we feel address these issues.

Proposals have been put together

based on information and discus-

sions with the private hire trade,

issues arising through our day to

day work and observations seen on

street. We have also taken on

board 

suggestions and ideas received

from other areas such as the Safer

Travel at Night team. 

In summary, there are 16 propos-

als contained within the consultation

document for responders to consid-

er and comment on. Wherever 

possible we request that when

responding you

provide evidence to support your

views. There is, of course, an

opportunity for you to provide addi-

tional comments and proposals in

your formal responses.

The full consultation 

document is available on 

our website

www.tfl.gov.uk/tph 

or it can be requested by emailing 

tph.consultation@tfl.gov.uk.

DRIVERS
1 Additional licensing 

requirements for new drivers

2 Enhanced driving assessment

for new drivers

3 All drivers to obtain the NVQ

in Road Passenger Vehicle

Driving

4 All drivers to display identifi-

cation to be visible to passengers

5 No driver is to make a remark

of a sexual nature or have any

sexual contact in a licensed vehi-

cle

VEHICLES
1 Replace the existing licence

discs and red route signs with

consolidated signage

2 Restrictions on what types of

vehicles can be licensed as

PHVs, and other measures to

clarify the distinction between

taxis and PHVs in London

OPERATORS
1 Restrictions on operating 

centres in late night venues and

other shared premises

2 A return to assessing the 

status of planning permission

before granting licences for 

operating centres

3 A commitment to comply with

parking regulations in the area of

the operating centre(s)

4 Restriction on the acceptance

of bookings to a designated area

in the licensed premises

5 An obligation to have 

arrangements in place to provide

accessible vehicles when

required (directly or by 

sub-contract)

6 Restrictions on small opera-

tors and operating centres in res-

idential premises.

7 A requirement that operators

provide a landline number for

accepting bookings

8 A requirement for a standard

CRB check on applicants for an

operator’s licence.

9 Restrictions on premises

where an operator licence would

be granted.
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Walker on the march....

Micky Walker

- LCDC Member

We looked at the accounts of DAC

and RTG so we complete the set

here with Comcab. Comcab have

not had a happy time of it during

the recession, natural enough, but

do appear to have weathered the

storm better than the other two.
Turnover and profit peaked for Comcab

in 2007 with turnover at £70.6 million and

profit at £6.254 million. In the two years

since to 2009, turnover has fallen by

£19.7 million (28%) to £50.902 and profit

fell by  £4.05 million (65%) to £2.2 mil-

lion.

That means that so far, the recession

has cost Comcab over a quarter of its

turnover and getting on for three quarters

of its profit margin. Doubtless, they have

been reducing profit in order to maintain

turnover.

Bearing in mind the fall in turnover, they

lost only 8.1% of the fleet during 2009 so

those drives remaining would have seen

their radio work fall by around 10% on

average.

The forward strategy of the company is

to look away from the financial and legal

sectors in The City and towards public

sector accounts. They may to readjust

their thinking on this in the light of the

election. Also, and I quote – “The compa-

ny continue to offer a total ground trans-

portation management service to cus-

tomers, which includes the new

Advantage booking, despatch and billing

platform. Sub-contracting to service part-

ners in the private hire and coach indus-

tries has enabled a wide range of servic-

es to be offered to customers.”

This brings us to a very important sub-

ject. Total Ground Transportation, or “one

stop shop” or whatever jargon is used

means using minicabs, just as DAC and

RTG are committed to doing.

This presents a moral dilemma to the

drivers of the three circuits. For RTG and

Comcab drivers it is simply a decision

whether or not to subscribe to circuits

that provide work to minicabs. For DAC

drivers it is more complicated as they

own DAC and so they have decided that

they are prepared to work with minicabs.

The LTDA also face a moral dilemma.

They own 20% of Comcab and have a

seat on its board. Comcab not only pro-

vide a “one stop shop” that includes mini-

cabs, they are 80% owned by the Delgro

Corp, who also own two thirds of a hith-

erto Docklands – based private hire com-

pany, Flightlink International.

The LTDA face a conflict of interest. On

the one hand, the LTDA was formed to

do battle against the minicabs and they

started the forerunner of  Comcab,

London-Wide, to put radios in cabs to

fight the growth of minicab operations.

However, on the other hand, they

received dividends from Comcab in 2009

of  £600,000. This brings the total of divi-

dends received by the LTDA from

Comcab to well over £2 million in the cur-

rent decade with still a year to go. 

It follows that if Comcab are using mini-

cabs, they are earning money from sup-

plying them. That money goes towards

profit from which the LTDA are paid divi-

dends. Therefore, the LTDA are earning

money, indirectly, from supplying mini-

cabs with work.

It gets worse. The LTDA have justified

retaining their interest in Comcab, while

their partners own an interest in

Flightlink, by claiming that ownership is

the only link between the two companies.

While that claim was tenuous to say the

least in the past, it is now clear that

Comcab and Flightlink are in fact, sister

companies.

Both companies have moved their head

offices to Comcab’s Fleet Service Centre

address. John Lee, until recently CEO

and director of Comcab, is now a director

of Flightlink and remains employed by

Delgro. Jaspal Singh is currently a direc-

tor of both Comcab and Flightlink.

The relationship between the two com-

panies is described in Comcab’s

accounts as Comcab “sub-contracting

the provision of taxi services” to

Flightlink. Also, Flightlink have no operat-

ing or call-taking staff. These are services

supplied by Comcab to the tune of nearly

£400,000 in 2009. Now I cannot say for

sure but if Comcab supply Flightlink’s

call-taking and despatching facilities and

both companies share the same head

office address, would it not be logical for

Flightlink’s work to be despatched

through the Advantage system?

So, here is the dilemma for the LTDA;

by receiving £2,000,000 plus from

Comcab they are earning money from

supplying work to minicabs. The whole

rationale for the inception of both the

LTDA and Comcab was to fight the very

people they are now, indirectly supplying

work to. On the other hand, two million

smackers can, and possibly has, done a

lot for the membership of the LTDA.

Does the means justify the end? Or is

there a moral imperative that says the

LTDA should distance itself from

Comcab?

Fortunately, as I am no longer an LTDA

member, it’s not a decision I have to

make.

ADDISON LEE

Addison Lee have grown to

become bigger than any of the taxi

circuits, with a turnover of £88.3

million, contrary to the figures of

almost twice this amount that has

been bandied about in the finan-

cial pages of the mainstream

press. This represents a small

drop in turnover of 1.3%. The fall

would have been around 7.75% on

pre-existing business but the

acquisitions of Premier First,

Premier Despatch and Purple

Couriers boosted the figures.
These acquisitions also bolstered the

profits of the company that would have

fallen by almost two thirds without them.

Even with them, profits fell by 38% from

£6.64 million in 2008 to £2.43 million

in2009.

So, while Addison Lee turnover out-

stripped the leading taxi circuit, Comcab,

by more than 50%, profits were pretty

much the same for both companies.

While private hire is overwhelmingly the

core business of Addison Lee, the train-

ing school for private hire drivers is com-

paratively the most profitable part of the

business. Although it has a very low

turnover, its profit margin was 65% and

provided almost 40% of total profits.

Addison Lee continued to make political

donations. Following on from the £25,000

donated to Boris Johnson’s mayoral

campaign, £100,000 was donated to the

Conservative Party’s election campaign

in 2009.

BORIS’S AGE 

LIMIT ON CABS

With respect I believe our trade

leaders are fighting Boris’s plans

to limit the age of taxis in London

on the wrong ground. By counter-

ing Bozzer’s plan for a 10 year

limit by countering with a proposal

for a possible 15 year limit, they

have created the conditions for a

dutch auction that will end up

somewhere between the two fig-

ures. 
By doing so they have already lost the

battle of age limits as they have virtually

accepted a case for a limit.

I shall put on my tin helmet and say that

an age limit does not have to be that big

a problem. Many London cabs do not

remain plated in London for 15 years or

even 10 years before they are shipped

off to the sticks. I am lead to believe that

many of the TX2s that M & O accepted

in part exchange went straight  “oop

north”. So sure, there are a few cabs that

are still being plated at 20 years old but it

is a small minority.

It would make far more sense to accept

an age limit on cabs but on condition that

the limit is not retrospectively set. By this

I mean that every cab that has been plat-

ed before the limit or before a future date

when the limit comes into force would be

allowed to continue in service so long as

it meets all other standards other than

the age limit. This way, every driver that

bought a new or second – hand cab

would continue to operate under the cri-

teria used when making the decision to

buy. This would also solve the old chest-

nut of the old boys who would leave the

trade rather than replace the cab.

Although these are a tiny minority, their

problem would be solved as they could

continue to drive and plate their old cabs.

For new cabs, they would be bought

and sold in the knowledge that their

lifespan in London would be subject to a

ten year limit. Thus, trade-in prices

would adjust accordingly. The increased

cost to drivers of the limit would be

passed on to the customers in the tariff.

I doubt that the average age of a cab

finishing service in London is any higher

than 15 years and is probably lower

than this. At 15 years, a cab is virtually

worthless once it is not plated. However,

a 10 year old cab has a lot more resid-

ual value and can still be used as a taxi

out of town.

So, although, the cost of a cab would

now have to be amortised over 10 years

instead of 15 years, the increased resid-

ual value should result in the necessity

of ongoing increase in the tariff of

around 2%. This would be effectively a

one-off. It would be noticeable in the

first year as a 2% hike but thereafter

there would only be an inflationary

increase similar to every other aspect of

cost.

So, the downside would be an ongo-

ing 2% increase in our tariff. The upside

is that we will have a newer, presum-

ably smarter fleet and it will be the cus-

tomers, rather than the owners, who will

be paying for it. On the other hand, to

accept any sort of age limit retrospec-

tively would make any increase in costs

fall onto the current owners of taxis.

From Bozzer’s perspective, if he wins

the 10 year limit but gives in on non –

retrospection, the proportion of cabs

still on the road over 10 years of age

would quickly become miniscule and

unimportant in the grand scale of envi-

ronmental problems.

The length of the age limit is insignifi-

cant compared to winning the argument

not to have it imposed retrospectively.

The views contained in the above article are not necessarily those of the LCDC management committee
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Dial-a-Cab admit to PH 
operators license request
As reported in last months edition of

the Badge, Dial A Cab have been

informed by London Taxi and Private

Hire ( PCO )  that to continue operat-

ing their controversial booking 

system Concierge, they  must apply

for an  Private Hire Operators

Licence.
London Taxi and Private Hire stated that

after their investigations into the Concierge

booking system, it has “ positively identified

that Dial A Cab are making provisions for

Private Hire bookings through their call cen-

tre operations. As a result they will know be

Required to become as an Operator under

the provisions of the Private Hire Act.”

It is obvious after reading the latest edition

of Callsign magazine that this has caused a

great deal of concern at Dial A Cab house.

The hysterical nonsense and vitriol that has

been printed only goes to show just how

concerned they are at having to comply

with thisrequirement.

It appears that the other two major radio

circuits have signed up straight away, so

why are DAC so concerned? The fact is

Dial A Cab is the ONLY remaining mutual

society, and as such operate under a 

completely different set of business rules. 

As we wrote last month, Dial A Cab are

already under scrutiny from HMRC and

having to apply for the PH Operators

Licence could finally convince the

Authorities that Dial A Cabare no longer

operating as a mutual society as set out in

their rule book.

Surely it is only a matter of when, not if,

Dial A Cab will be forced to demutualize.

ROYAL TAXIS - PRICE REDUCTIONS

FAIRWAY DRIVER TX1

Standard Service: £38

Major Service: £78

Includes air / Oil 

Fuel Filter

TXIIStandard Service £75
Includes oil / air filterMajor service £105Includes fuel / OilAir filter

297/307 Southwark Park Road, London, SE16 2JN

Tel: 0207 252 3422

Ask about our WEEKLY SAVER SCHEME
Helping you to cut down those large bills by putting a little away each week!

LTI PARTS USED

10% DISCOUNT
for LCDC Members

Overhauls / Running Repairs

Great Reputation / Good Pass Rates

Tyres / Evergency Calls

TX4 SERVICE 

(59 ONWARDS)

12K £85

24K £85

36K £188

48K £85

60K £85

72K £188 (B.B.C Excl)

84K£370 (All 4 belts)

96K £85.00 (B.B.C Excl)

ALL SERVICES 

INCLUDE 

AIR / OIL

FUEL FILTERS

Rear Break ShoesFrom £53

TX4 SERVICE 

(UP TO 09)

10K £85

20K £105.00

30K £85.00 (Excl B.B. Cert)

40K £178.90 (Gear box serv kit incl)

50K £85.00

60K £85.00 (Excl B.B. Cert)

70K £370.00

80K £178.90 (Gear box serv kit incl)

90K £85.00 (Excl B.B. Cert)

100K £101.00

ALL SERVICES INCLUDE

OIL/FUEL/AIR/FILTERS

DAC Chairman Brian Rice

...positively identified
that Dial A Cab are
making provisions for

Private Hire bookings
through their call centre
operations. As a result
they will know be
Required to become as

an Operator under the
provisions of the Private
Hire Act.

‘‘‘‘



The LCDC can confirm that two

Inspectors and a Chief Inspector

supported by an Information

Manager, all based at Heathrow

police station, have made it quite

clear in official letters that

Heathrow police officers did not

take part in discussions which led

to the production of the latest copy

of the taxi marshals’ so-called

Service Level Agreement. (SLA). 

The LCDC doesn’t intend to join

BAA in trying to convince Heathrow

taxi drivers that the marshalling

scheme has police backing and is

running well. In the experience of

LCDC reps, the scheme remains the

shambles it has always been. BAA

has responded to criticism of the mar-

shals by insisting that the latest SLA

document has been validated by the

signature of a Police Constable. We

disagree with BAA. With all due

respect to the Constable, his signa-

ture on the SLA document doesn’t

invalidate the relevance of formally

written letters signed by three of his

superiors at Heathrow Police station.

The LCDC has explained to

Heathrow Police that only one of the

five taxi drivers’ organisations at

Heathrow, is a registered trade union.

This means it is a complete waste of

time for BAA to assert that taxi trade

agreements, such as the marshals’

SLA, are always made within the

framework of established trade union

law. Contrary to what the Police have

apparently been led to believe by

BAA, disagreements and complaints

about how the marshals breach Taxi

System rules, are a very long way

from being resolved. At the moment

the overwhelming majority of ordinary

drivers are opposed to taxi marshals

being permitted by BAA to ignore sec-

ondary and primary legislation that is

specifically designed to ensure equali-

ty of access to available work on the

airport’s taxi ranks. 

The Union and Flower

Arranging at Heathrow 
Unite’s Heathrow branch plans to

educate its members and has laid on

a computerised educational course

for them at its Heathrow office.

‘Flower Arranging’ and a comput-

erised version of ‘Snakes and

Ladders’ are at the top of a list of

available lessons. Unite proudly

boasts in Cab Trade News that the

education facilities are only open to

Unite members and obviously Unite

hopes to have found an incentive for

hundreds of new members to sign up.

As it happens, nearly all Heathrow

taxi marshals are Unite members and

I just hope the marshals are not

arranging flowers or playing Snakes

and Ladders in Unite’s Bath road

office, when they should be in the ter-

minals kicking out the touts. 

JourneyPay Ltd. 
The credit card service provider

known as JourneyPay has now

ceased trading at Heathrow Airport

and it needs to be explained how

JourneyPay was introduced to

Heathrow in 2007 by a group of trade

reps who formed what was then

known as the Heathrow Taxi Trade

Partnership (HTTP). As you’ve proba-

bly guessed, the partnership was the

work of Colin Evans of HALT. It includ-

ed the LTDA, the TGW Union and

JourneyPay. These organisations put

their signatures to a document known

as the HTTP agreement, but the

LCDC wisely refused to get involved. 

The main plank of the HTTP agree-

ment was that JourneyPay would

takeover negotiations with BAA on

behalf of all Heathrow trade organisa-

tions. JourneyPay’s brief was to cre-

ate a credit card processing monopoly

for HALT. It was one of many things

that HALT executives weren’t skilled

enough to do for themselves. The

LCDC followed its golden rule of treat-

ing all HALT inspired business proj-

ects with extreme scepticism. LCDC

executives knew that as a matter of

law, democratically controlled taxi

trade organisations are forbidden to

delegate their decision making powers

or responsibilities to business enter-

prises such as JourneyPay.

Consequently, the LCDC refused to

have anything to do with the HTTP

document and the space for the

LCDC’s signature was left blank. 

HALT had intended that JourneyPay

would act as the taxi trade’s chief

negotiator with BAA. In exchange for

offering BAA a percentage of credit

card fares, JourneyPay and HALT

expected to be granted sole rights to

control credit card services and supply

drivers with credit card machines.

HALT executives thought they were

about to strike gold. But an anticipated

increase in the amount of credit card

work never materialised and HALT’s

fixed fare vouchers never more than

trickled out to the ranks from the taxi

desks. In the end HALT couldn’t afford

to share meagre profits with

JourneyPay and the two businesses

parted company, amidst threats and

counter threats of legal action in the

courts.

BAA’s Contract 

with HALT(S)
The LCDC holds copies of docu-

ments giving details of the commer-

cial ties between BAA, HALT and

JourneyPay. The record shows that

HALT played a major part in introduc-

ing JourneyPay to Heathrow and

quite possibly this makes HALT exec-

utives ultimately responsible for com-

pensating drivers who are out pocket

following JourneyPay’s sudden

departure. In 2003 HALT commenced

a five year taxi desk contract with

BAA that ended in 2008. The BAA-

HALT contract began life as a verbal

agreement, but after the LCDC made

a complaint to the Civil Aviation

Authority, BAA suddenly produced a

written version of HALT’s contract. It

was as this time when JourneyPay

was brought in to work hand-in-hand

with HALT in providing credit card

services to drivers. 

Under the rules of the BAA-HALT

contract (clause 9), HALT had to

have BAA's written permission to

employ JourneyPay and under anoth-

er contractual rule (clause 10.1),

HALT was compelled to conduct busi-

ness at all times in full compliance

with the Industrial and Provident

Societies Act 1965. But BAA stood by

and failed to do anything when HALT

executives blatantly and repeatedly

breached the IPS Act. Above all,

HALT members were deliberately

deprived of their right to veto the

business deals that were struck in

HALT’s name. Without a shadow of a

doubt HALT’s business deals with

JourneyPay were never ever

approved by the membership as

required by IPS law.  

Colin Evans and his chums who set

up HALT(S) and Heathrow Taxi

Solutions Ltd. have never been

shrewd enough to make money for

Heathrow drivers even though all

drivers have to pay ‘subs’ to

HALT(S). I have to repeat what I’ve

said before about Colin Evans & Co.

We are all impressed by their

attempts to demonstrate fluency in

the latest business jargon, but the

bottom line is, their only real success-

es at Heathrow have been to milk

expenses from HALT(S) and by-pass

all the drivers who patiently queue up

in the feeder parks.

TFL and Fixed 

Fares Schemes
Transport for London has quietly

made two important statements

affecting proposals for fixed-fares

schemes at Heathrow Airport. TfL

advises that it has the power under

existing legislation to apply a regime

of fixed fares in the London licensing

area. But despite its stated powers,

in TfL’s words the current metered

fare regime, with its elements of time

and distance in the fare calculation,

works well to ensure a good taxi

service for passengers and a fair

return for drivers. TfL gives assur-

ances that even if there were wide-

spread proposals for fixed-fares

schemes, they would have to be

agreed one by one by the TfL board

and jointly approved in consultation

with London’s taxi trade organisa-

tions. Contrary to rumours within the

trade, TfL declares that it has no

specific plans to allow fixed fares at

Heathrow Airport.

TfL also reveals that HALT(S) pri-

vately approached TfL to seek the

licensing authority’s views on pro-

posed fixed fares. In responding to

HALT(S), TfL made it quite clear that

fixed fares from Heathrow into cen-

tral London are not allowed under

present regulations unless the fixed

fare is known to be less than the

metered fare. TfL diplomatically

states that any problems arising out

of fixed fair practices on Heathrow

taxi ranks will be dealt with by TfL as

needs arise. 
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Airport Matters
BY PETER “THE CANNON”

L.C.D.C AIRPORT REP

The LCDC are very happy to announce that long time member and airport driver Bob Livingstone has become the newest 
LCDC airport representative and will be assisting Peter Cannon on behalf of the Club
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L.C.D.C
LEADERS NOT FOLLOWERS

The newly formed R.M.T 

( London Taxi Branch )

appears to be widening its net

in attracting new members

from outside of the Capital. 
They have recently been lobbying

to members of the London

Assembly, LT&PH, and also the

Mayor on behalf of Luton taxi driv-

ers in trying to obtain them free

access into the Capital without them

having to paying the congestion

charge.

Could this be the first step of

expanding their membership to taxi

drivers outside the Metropolitan

Area ?.  How this helps their

London based members, who can

say.

Secretary Stanley J Marut of the

RMT London Taxi Branch now signs

his letters as follows:

Stanley J Marut

Secretary and

Representative

London Taxi Branch RMT 

( incorporating Luton

Hackney Carriage Drivers )

CAMPAIGN TO ALLOW LUTON
TAXIS FREE LONDON ACCESS
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Edgy Eddie returns 
to The Badge

Eddie Nestor

Drivetime 5-7pm Mon-Fri 
Edgy Eddie Extra: 
Sundays from 10pm 
BBC London 94.9

As the actress said to the bishop

it has been too long. Hopefully

you cabbies have survived the

industrial action. Everyone thinks

you’re quids in but you can’t get

anywhere if the roads are grid-

locked. I do hope it gets sorted

out soon. I am not sure there are

any winners in this dispute

between the TSSA & RMT unions

and London Underground. 
The next strike is planned for the

beginning of November and I under-

stand the problem is how to move for-

ward without one side or other losing

face. I do sometimes wonder if it is a

bloke thing. We get so passionate and

pig headed we don’t see the wood for

the trees. (Or is that just me) Imagine if

these bosses were female, somehow I

reckon they would have sorted it out by

now.

Speaking of transport I spoke to a lady

from TFL recently who bleeped off

loads of cabbies. It was the old chest-

nut of illegal mini cabs and the increase

in sexual assaults....again. I don’t know

how many times this has come up but I

do feel like its ground hog day when it

does. She(this lady from TFL argued

that there were fewer illegal mini cabs

on the streets of London and the only

reason there was another campaign

was because of fresher’s week.  I have

been out in town and it is unbelievable

the number of Mini cabs which are sit-

ting at the side of the road and picking

people up illegally. Why? And what can

be done? Who knows? I guess we will

just wait for the next young woman to

be attacked and it will be featured on

the show again.

----------------------------------------------------

Just finished talking to a mate

who is furious with LOCOG. In

case you haven’t heard, in 2912

the marathon will go on some

posh route round Buck Palace

instead of the Mile End Road

and into the Olympic Stadium.

Very sad because it now means

that although Tower Hamlets is

listed as an Olympic Borough,

nothing will actually happen

there. 
When you consider it is one of the

country’s poorest boroughs and it is

unlikely that many of its residents will

be able to afford the entry fee, it does

seem unfortunate that they will not be

able to look outside their door and wit-

ness elite athletes at touching dis-

tance.

----------------------------------------------------

Now West Ham have finally got

their season off the ground, who

is going down? No one knows. 
Blackpool were everyone’s favourites

but have just beaten Liverpool at

Anfield. Anyone want to take the chal-

lenge? Set it up Grant and we could

give some money to charity of some-

thing. The Eddie Nestor Charity.

Heard this joke the other day and

thought yous would like it. Marriage is

like a deck of cards. At first it is all

hearts and then Diamonds and after a

few years you’re dying to use a Club

and then a Spade



Last week the LCDC, Unite and

LTDA was informed by TFL with

just 24hrs notice that they would

be suspending the inside part of

the rank on Bishop Bridge to allow

buses to park on at night.

The request was made after resi-

dents from Westbourne Terrace com-

plained of the noise pollution after the

buses were moved there from

Eastbourne terrace while the road-

works take place.

At no time was anyone consulted

from the trade on this matter TFL

and LT&PH took it upon themselves

to suspend the rank after making a

Thursday night and a weekend

observation that the Bishops Bridge

rank wasn’t used that much after 10

o’clock.So after a few nights observa-

tion TFL assume the rank is not used

very much maybe they should have

turned up on a Monday night the pic-

ture would have probably been a lot

different. So the proposal was for the

25 rank spaces to be suspended

from 10pm to 6am 7 days a week

and after talks with TFL and LTPH

and members from the LCRC the

times have now been changed to

11pm to 5.30am. We are still pushing

for a later start as we feel the buses

could park on the Harrow Rd and

move up on the rank after the last

train as arrived at Paddington. We

also need to know what will happen

in the coming months if it’s not busy

and we require the ranks space on

the bridge. LT&PH have said this is

under review but I dont think no other

sites were looked at so it seems we

suffer the suspension . Lets hope that

when we ask for more rank space

they dont consult with the councils

and just appoint it would save alot of

time.
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Alan’s Angle

A few months ago one of our

members picked up the manager

of newly opened Pestana Hotel. He

was enquiring how he could get a

taxi rank installed at the Pestana

as he wanted Taxis to service the

hotel. 
I got in contact with him and informed

him that the area in front of the hotel was

private and it would be down to the hotel

to get a rank installed.  Now since the

rank as been in place I've seen Taxis on

the rank and PH pulling up and taking

jobs . So this week I had a meeting with

the new hotel management to discuss

the problem with them overlooking us for

PH.They explained that a new manage-

ment team were in place and wanted

only black taxis to service there hotel but

are some times left frustrated that not

enough taxis were putting on the rank.I

told them the only way taxis would start

to service the hotel was if they knew it

was  a straight hotel.The hotel no longer

want to use PH and have warned them

from parking on the hotels forecourt.

The hotel is also in the process of get-

ting a taxi  hailing light installed so the

taxis on Chelsea Bridge Road would

know there was guests waiting at the

hotel.

They have  asked  me to print the busy

periods for the hotel which are mornings

and theatre times they also so they really

struggle Sunday mornings 7am to

11am.So I'm not going to try and tell you

to rank on but here is a hotel that wants

us so if you are passing take a look in

you never know.Or is this hotel going to

go down the same path off K West Htl

and Marsh Wall Intercontential who

chose to use PH after getting frustrated

that not enough taxis were servicing

there ranks.

So this rank could be use it or lose it!!

Paddington Station rank suspension

Pestana Hotel needs taxis



Ricky Waller

LCDC youngest mem-

ber

Yellow badges don't

mean a green light to

work in London.  

Studying the knowledge of

London is one of the most

difficult challengesyou will

ever undertake. If success-

ful you will be representing

the world's finest taxi trade

in the world's best city.

For all this hard work you

are awarded the much cov-

eted green badge.These

badges convey to fellow

drivers and the public that

you have completed the

knowledge of London and

are worthy to serve the city.

So why do we currently

have asituation where

some yellow badge drivers

are tarnishing the reputa-

tion of the majority and

touting for hire in London

illegally?

I entered into the black

taxi trade because of its

proud history and tradition.

Yet this seems to count for

nothing to the minority of

fraudsters that impersonate

green badge drivers and

take work from us.

In many ways they are no

different from the illegal

mini cab touts thatplague

us all in London. They are

wolves in sheep clothing

using the black cab as a

disguise to fool the public.

It's a dangerous game to

play with the potential

threat of losing your liveli-

hood if you get caught and

living with the daily toll of

looking over your shoulder

constantly. However, the

sad truth is drivers are not

stopped often enough to

catch these chancers. The

real danger is the lure of

the cities bright lights are

impossible to resist. A sub-

urban rank is no compari-

son to London with all the

potential earnings it can

offer, a fact that should be

considered by individuals

when deciding what badge

to apply for.

However, do we ever

think about the potential

damage to our reputation

these rogue drivers may be

causing? We have all had

a fare that practically

guides you to your final

destination as their trust in

the taxi trade has been

shaken. I cannot help but

think have they been taken

on a devious route by a fel-

low driver.

Furthermore the PCO are

aware of the issue and as

we published last month

the impending introduction

of rules demanding that

coloured disks to be dis-

played in the front and rear

of your taxi illustrates this,

but is this enough? It's very

disappointing that they

cannot act before this step

is required. It seems that

the PCO's hands are tied

at the application stage as

they cannot limit numbers

applying to learn the

yellow badge. 

We can only speculate

what will happen when the

disk system is implemented

and we see how it is

enforced. I would propose

a three strike rule. Strike

one. If you are caught

applying for hire in London

yellow badge holders lose

their badges for 6 months.

Strike two if they are

caught for a second time

badge holders lose them

for a year. Strike three if

caught a third time badges

are lost for good. 

One thing is for sure the

net is closing in and I

wouldn't want to be a yel-

low badge driver who has

to return to his suburban

rank or more worryingly his

C90 to reapply for a green

badge.
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PHC HOPES that a lack of

response from Transport

for London (TfL) about pos-

sible restrictions on vehi-

cles used by private hire

drivers is simply a delay in

communication and not a

stalling tactic because of

bad news it wants to leave

until the last minute.
The magazine sent an email to

TfL on August 16 requesting that

it confirm or deny a rumour that

taxi drivers are trying to

ʻpersuadeʼ the regulator to stop

the private hire trade using

Mercedes Viano or similar

lookalike vehicles.

But at the time of going to

press, no such reply had been

received.

There may well be an innocent

reason for the lack of response,

as emails can go astray for

many reasons, but the London

private hire trade needs to to

know if TfL is thinking of stop-

ping drivers using some MPV-

style vehicles.

The issue first came to light last

month when the London Cab

Drivers Club sent out an email

questionnaire to trade-related

companies.

One question in particular

appeared to want support for a

point of view that would lead to

TfL banning private hire from

using vehicles that were also

used by the London taxi trade -

eg: the Mercedes Viano.

This would be an outrage and

a complete restraint of trade.

The Viano is popular with the

black cabs but that is not a rea-

son to stop private hire drivers

using them, especially as they

were licensed for the private hire

industry first.

PHC must stress that all of this

is just a rumour but it is already

starting to spook private hire

drivers in the industry.

Les rang PHC on his way to

buy a new Viano and was wor-

ried that his vehicle might be

banned at some point in the

future.

“The Viano is the first vehicle

on my list but if this all goes

pear-shaped then Iʼm only left

with the VW Caravelle.

“Itʼs a bit of a con though, as

private hire were using the vehi-

cle long before they had even

thought of doing a taxi version.”

PHC will let you know as soon

as TfL replies. Hopefully it will

see sense and refuse to bow to

black cab pressure to stop the

trade using Vianos or any other

MPV-style vehicles.

“I work as a chauffeur driving a

Mercedes Viano. I agree whole-

heartedly with your views on

these being used by private hire.

I would also suspect that taxi,

hackney carriage drivers would

not put up with the work we do.

When was the last time you

saw one open the back up and

load anything from one case

upwards? And would they shift

the seats round to accommo-

date 20 cases whilst another car

takes the passengers?

It would be a restraint of trade

to impose all these unfair condi-

tions on the private hire side of

the trade.”

The above article was 

previously publish in the

September Private Hire and

Courier Magazine

Will they, won’t they?
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Billy Nickson

-LCDC Footbal reporter

During September I was lucky

enough to spend a night in the

press room at Stamford Bridge

with the world renowned Mr

Henry Winter, the Football

Correspondent for The Daily

Telegraph. Writing a match

report based on the Chelsea VS

Newcastle Carling cup tie, and I

thought it would be a good idea

to publish this report in this

months issue for all you

‘Badge’ readers. Hope you

enjoy it, and i will be back with

my monthly review of the

London Clubs in the next edi-

tion with the footballing season

in full flow. 
Newcastle United triumphed in an

epic seven goal Carling cup tie last

night, eliminating the Premier League

champions Chelsea, following a 4-3

victory. 

In a game which was identified

beforehand as an opportunity for

Carlo Ancellotti to take a look at some

of Chelsea’s future prospects, where

there was even a place on the bench

for 15 year old Nathaniel Chalobah,

and a chance for them to prove

whether they can live up to the cur-

rent squads high performances and

expectations. However it turned out to

be a masterminded performance on

the night from Chris Hughton’s ‘toon

army’. 

It all seemed to be going well for

Chelsea, after Patrick Van Aanholt,

who put in a good shift at left back

similar to his counterpart Shane

Ferguson with both youngsters show-

ing positive signs for the future, took

the lead after just 6 minutes due to a

fortunate miss communication

between debutant Sol Campbell and

goalkeeper Tim Krul. Despite the

‘blues’ beginning to show their class

in the final third, Newcastle were

playing without fear, resilient at the

back and showing determination to

create their own chances. Almost

moments after the opening goal

Newcastle nearly hit back with a

reply, in attempt to make amends for

his previous error, Sol Campbell has

a header drift agonisingly wide. The

match swiftly developed into a proper

cup tie, with tackles flying in most

notably, whilst doing his bit defensive-

ly Gael Kakuta was upended in a

summersault motion thanks to a late

Ryan Taylor challenge. This later

resulted in Kakuta being substituted

at half time with a back problem. 

Then the ‘magpies’ patience paid off

when Nile Ranger found himself on

the end of a Peter Lovenkrands flick

on to equalise. The momentum was

with Newcastle and straight after

Ranger had another chance in an

almost identical position, although he

failed to make connection, with the

net awaiting to be struck. A further

break through then saw Shola

Ameobi brought down on the edge of

the box by Jeffery Bruma. By this

time, Ameobi was coinciding with the

view he has always had the attributes

to be a top centre forward and was

putting on a phenomenal display on

his own up front against John Terry.

From the resulting free kick, talented

set piece master Ryan Taylor fires a

beauty around the wall and past the

helpless Ross Turnbull. The away

section of Stamford Bridge erupted

along with the feelings that a shock

was actually on the cards. 

With emotions running high, another

Ryan Taylor tackle furies Carlo

Ancellotti and is seen symbolising a

card gesture towards referee Phil

Dowd. This did not go down well with

the Newcastle bench and when ques-

tioned about it in his post match inter-

view the Italian stated, “This is foot-

ball, Italian football!” and when asked

whether he thought it was acceptable

he replied, “Maybe it’s the last time I

will do it.” The first half came to a cli-

max with Newcastle on top and

Chelsea looking nervous in their play

for the first time this season. 

A double half time substitution saw

captain John Terry and Kakuta

replaced by Alex and Kalou. The

game stormed straight back into the

gear it ended on in the first half and

Shola Ameobi tipped off a fine per-

formance with a composed finish

from around 25 yards out, although

Turnbull’s effort to keep it out seemed

weak. After looking to take on

Coloccini in the box Kalou pulls up

and is stretched off soon to be fol-

lowed by Yossi Benayoun leaving

Chelsea with ten men with still 25

minutes to play after using all 3 subs. 

Tim Krul was commanding between

the sticks, along with the defence put-

ting their bodies on the line to keep

this two goal deficit, particularly

Campbell’s experience standing out

as the rock at the back.  

Forcing several counter attacks in

behind Chelsea’s leaky defence and

another mis placed pass finds the

path of Lovenkrands only for the

Dane to steer his effort narrowly wide

with Turnbull beaten once again. Will

this miss prove to be costly? 

On the other hand, Chelsea created

a counter attack of their own and Van

Aanholt’s attacking perseverance

down the left side supplied Anelka

who completes the move. With 15

minutes to go Chelsea fans look to

get behind their team as the tension

builds in both camps and as the

match continues to have an end to

end tempo. The ‘blues’ gradually

found their way on top, with the star

of the show being young Josh

McEachran, despite only playing just

over half an hour, acting as the main

constructer of the play. Meanwhile,

the Stewards begun to take their des-

ignated places around the pitch and

in a similar to the way in which

kalou/benayoun pulled up, Daniel

Sturridge slips at a vital moment to

add too Chelsea fans heartbreak and

beliefs that this was not to be their

night. Although, a piece of good for-

tune in the form of a dubious penalty

gives Nicolas Anelka the chance the

complete the comeback who coolly

slides his penalty past the unfortu-

nate, impressive Tim Krul. 

Excelling forward, Chelsea come

close to overcoming the scoreline

when Paulo Ferreira rattles a superb

volley against the post. Meanwhile,

cheers of ‘We’ve only got ten men’

are silenced in the final minute via a

bullet like header from Shola Ameobi,

the icing on the cake for him. The

toon army go ballistic, a fitting end to

an absolutely amazing game. After

enduring six minutes of stoppage

time the final whistle blows and

deservedly so Newcastle progress

into the 4th round, with Krul,

Campbell, Ameobi and Ferguson all

having a mention for man of the

match. The question being how

Chelsea will react to this defeat,

ahead of what some consider as their

first real test of the campaign at

Manchester City on Saturday.

Billy’s big night at The Bridge



As the Autumn gets underway,

we see the flat season come to a

climax with Champions day at

Newmarket on October 16th. The

Championship stakes (Group 1),

The Dewhurst stakes (Group 1),

the Pride stakes (Group 2), the

Victor Chandler challenge (Group

2) and the ToteSport Cesarewitch

H’Cap turn over 2 miles and 2

furlongs.
As we go to post, we do not have the

runners for the Dewhurst Stakes (for 2

year old colts) but DREAM AHEAD,

trained by David Simcock, winner of

both his starts this season will have his

supporters, but I’ll be very interested in

the Henry Cecil trained Frankel. This

Galileo colt is also two wins from two

runs this season. Trust me, this is a

serious horse and should he win, he

will certainly be favourite for next year’s

2000 guineas and derby!

The race we are going to concentrate

on is the ToteSport Cesarewith over 2

miles and 2 furlongs. This is the only

race to start in one county (Suffolk) and

end in another (Cambridgeshire) 

Dermot Weld is a marvellous Irish

trainer and he is sending two horses

over: UNIVERSAL TRUTH (8st 1lb) and

MAJESTIC CONCORDE (9st 2lbs) and

it’s no surprise that they are at the top

of the betting market at 10/1 and 14/1

respectively. 

Favourite for the race is also Irish

trained – Eamon Griffin sends over the

usfeul ADMIRAL BARRY (8st 5lbs) –

his chance is reflected in his price,

which is 8/1 favourite. 

The home contingent will be putting

up a strong challenge to keep the prize

on these shores and in Ollie Pears

trained MY ARCH (8st 4lbs) at 14/1, a

bold bid can be expected from this con-

sistent gelding.

However, my idea of the winner is our

3-star nap, the Nicky Henderson trained

GHIMAAR (8st 11lbs). This horse won

very well at Goodwood on his last start

and the trainer has a very good record

in this race. An added bonus is the

booking of Kieren Fallon. At odds of

12/1, this one will do for me!

Next month, as the jump season gets

underway, I will be giving you my five to

follow (one of which includes a 20/1

fang for the Gold Cup) – but you’ll have

to wait until next month for that!

Anyway, be lucky and don’t give too

much money to those awful bookie

chappies!  
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Prostate2.com  
Keep an eye on that little gland - LIVE LONGER MEN!

The Marksman
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David Haye has mocked Audley

Harrison by telling him to bring

an axe to the ring on November

13, because then he 'might have

something to look out for'. 

Harrison has attempted to wind Haye

up ahead of their WBA world heavy-

weight title clash, posting a video on

YouTube showing the Olympic champi-

on wielding a blade during a California

training camp. In the video Harrison

states: "We're in the wilderness and we

ain't playing. David Haye better be

ready for a serious, serious fight. We

are as serious as a heart attack." 

Haye, like the majority of the boxing

community, expects a one-sided

encounter when the pair meet in

November, so he told Harrison he will

not mind if he uses the axe come fight

night. 

"We're going to contact the British

Boxing Board of Control and request

that Audley be allowed to use the axe

in the ring on November 13," quipped

Haye. "I'm deadly serious about this. At

least if Audley has an axe in his left

hand, I might have something to look

out for. 

"Even with an axe in his hand, Audley

doesn't stand a chance. What good is

an axe if you're too scared to throw it?

It's a shame he couldn't have used the

axe to cut through the rubbish that has

been coming out of his mouth recently." 

If there is a potential chink in Haye's

armour for his forthcoming fight, it may

well be that he carries too much confi-

dence into the MEN Arena. While

Harrison claims to be getting up at 6am

for training, Haye is remaining relaxed

about his schedule. 

"I'm conked out like a baby on Night

Nurse at six o'clock in the morning and

I admire Audley for his willingness to

interrupt his sleep pattern to go for a

jog," said the champion. "Rest assured,

he'll be able to catch up on plenty of

sleep when I finish with him on

November 13. 

"It doesn't matter whether he goes

running at six o'clock in the morning or

six o'clock at night, Audley's still getting

knocked out at just gone 10pm on

November 13. Nothing can change that

fact - not even an axe."

Love boxing? Love Buncey

British heavyweight champi-

on Derek Chisora is set to

be propelled onto the world

stage by taking on Wladimir

Klitschko in Germany on

December 11, according to

reports. 
The bout promises to be a huge

step up for Chisora, who is the

veteran of a mere 14 professional

fights. Klitschko, by contrast,

holds both the WBO and IBF

straps and has dominated the

heavyweight division for the best

part of a decade. 

After a battle with WBA champi-

on David Haye did not materi-

alise, Klitschko has instead turned

his attention to another up-and-

coming British heavyweight.

Chisora was hugely impressive in

his most recent clash, where he

stopped Sam Sexton in the tenth

round. 

Prior to that, the Brit pulled the

curtain down on Danny Williams'

career after destroying the veter-

an in two brutally one-sided

rounds. But despite those eye-

catching results, the suspicion

remains that any bout with the all-

conquering Ukrainian will come

too early for the Londoner. 

Klitschko dominated Samuel

Peter - who, as a former world

champion, has more illustrious

past than Chisora - in his most

recent bout, which critics derided

for its embarrassingly one-sided

nature. 

Also on December 11, Amir

Khan will defend his WBA light-

welterweight crown against

Marcos Maidana in Las Vegas.

Carl Froch has vowed to make

Arthur Abraham "see the

Northern Lights from the canvas"

when the pair meet in their Super

Six clash in Helsinki on

November 27. 
'The Cobra' was forced to pull out of

the original bout, which had been pen-

cilled in for October 2, with a back

problem. 

But with the date now settled, the

Nottingham fighter cannot wait to step

back into the ring for the first time since

his bruising encounter with Mikkel

Kessler in April - which ended in a loss

via points. 

And, after Abraham questioned his

mental state following his defeat to

Kessler, Froch is promising a knockout

performance. 

"Abraham has been declaring that the

Kessler fight has deeply affected me,"

he told the Sunday Mercury. "He's right.

It has given me even more confidence! 

"With late cancellations and a last

minute flight under a volcanic ash

cloud, I stepped into the lion's den in

front of 12,000 crazy Vikings and

punched holes in their hero for 12 solid

rounds. 

"I was unlucky not to get the nod - but

I've proved I'm world class on any

stage, home or away. Whereas

Abraham got beaten up and outclassed

by Andre Dirrell, a man I have already

beaten. 

"Against Taylor and Kessler I've

proved I'm the road warrior - whereas

when Abraham is out of the home com-

fort zone, he gets exposed! He'll be

able to see the Northern Lights from the

canvas when I've finished with him in

Finland." 

Abraham responded to Froch's verbal

volley in typically bullish fashion, once

again questioning the Brit's mental state

ahead of the super-middleweight fight. 

"He claimed to have problems with his

back," he said. "I think he has even big-

ger problems with his head. Judging

from his dubious comments, it looks as

if he has lost his senses. 

"But I will be more than happy to put

him back to reality. I look forward to

fighting in Helsinki and will promise

fight fans an explosive evening."
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For the best in
home made 
Italian cooking

72 St John St, EC1

Tel: 020 7253 1907

Tasty Café DAVE’S
CAB

RENTALS

07817458565

ALL TX4’s

full back up, reliable
Great deals for LCDC members!

Please complete this form and send it with your application form

(LCDC) Ltd UNIT 303.2

TOWER BRIDGE BUSINESS COMPLEX, TOWER POINT,

100 CLEMENT’S ROAD, SOUTHWARK

LONDON, SE16 4DG

0207 394 5553

Standing Order Form

Your Bank: .........................................................................................

Your Bank Address:............................................................................

Post Code:..........................................................................................

Please pay the sum of £15 NOW and monthly therafter 

until further notice.

Please pay the sum of £42.50 NOW and then quarterly thereafter 

until further notice.

Quoting Reference No (         )

To the account of LONDON CAB DRIVERS LTD, 

Barclays Bank Bloomsbury & Tottenham Court Road branch, 

PO BOX 1134, London W128GG

Sort Code 20-10-53. Account No- 40450421.

Your Name: .....................................................................................

Account No:  .....................................................................................

Sort Code: .......................................................................................

Signature: ........................................................................................

Date: ..................................................................................................

Application Form
Please complete this form in BLOCK CAPITALS

The subscription rate is £170 per annum. If you are unable to pay in a

single payment please make one cheque payable to “The London Cab

Drivers Club Ltd,” with today’s date for £56.67 and two post-dated

cheques one month apart for £56.67.

Send the completed form to: THE MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY,

The London Cab Drivers Club Ltd, UNIT A 303.2

Tower Bridge Business Complex, Tower Point, 100 Clements

Road, Southwark, London SE16 4DG

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:.................... Surname: ......................................

First Names:......................................................................................

Address: ...........................................................................................

............................................... Post Code: ......................................

Badge No: ............................. Shift: ...............................................

Telephone No: (with full STC code):................................................

I agree to abide by the rules of the Club. I also agree that the above

information will be kipt by the LCDC in a computer system under the

terms of the Data Protection Act.

I understand that I will not be eligible for legal representation for 

matters arising prior to the date of this application. Thereby declare

that I have no outstanding PCO of police matters pending.

Signed:  ......................................  Date: ......................................

Pasta, chicken, 

meatballs, lamb, pork escalopes,

sirloin steaks a speciality

MEALS
£6.50 INCLUDING TEAS AND 

COFFEES
£8.00 SIRLOIN STEAK DINNERS

PLASMA TV FOR 
ALL FOOTBALL

L.C.D.C
LEADERS NOT FOLLOWERS
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Leroy Reid & Co is a firm of  Chartered Certified Accountants and
Registered Auditors established on 1st April 1982 providing Taxation,
Audit and Bookkeeping and Accountancy Services to the Licensed
London Taxi Drivers, small and medium size businesses and charities.
We are committed to putting your interests first, hence our Mission
Statement:

"We work to a standard and not a price"
COST OF SERVICE
Our charges for the following services are £255.00 + VAT.

FEATURES OF THE SERVICE
w Free consultation.
w Preparation of  Accounts.
w Completion of  Self  Assessment Tax Return.
w Submission of  completed Tax Return.
w Letters to Building Societies and Banks.
w Confirmation letter regarding Loss of  Earnings.

We also have trained staff  and associates specialising in all aspects of
the tax system who will be able to efficiently and effectively deal with all
tax issues and Inland Revenue investigations related to the Licensed
London Taxi Driver.

Please do not hesitate to contact us if  you require any further information.

299 Northborough Road, Norbury, London SW16 4TR
Tel: 020 8764 6675 / 020 8679 4226
Email: leroy@leroyreid.co.uk

LEROY REID & CO 
Chartered Certified Accountants 
and Registered Auditors

OFFICE HOURS

Club Office hours are between 10:00am and 5:30pm

each day Monday through Friday.

You can call in to discuss Sickness and Accident Insurance and 

Membership Enquiries, or any complaints and/or summonses incurred 

whilst driving your taxi at work.

You may also telephone for an appointment to speak with an 

Officer of the Club on any of the above matters in the strictest of confidence.

Call 0207 394 5553
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n FREE QUOTES

n 24 HR CALL OUT

n FULL HEATING SYSTEMS

n BOILER BREAKDOWNS

27 Kingsley Lane

Benfleet

Essex

Gary Mobile: 07886441794

Rob Mobile: 07515564802

10% DISCOUNT FOR LCDC MEMBERS

C&M Taxis
TXI, TXII and TX4

& Fairway Drivers For Rent

aOverhauls
aServicing & Insurance

repair jobs

All at competitive rates

Call 020 8807 5313
108 River Mead Rd
Lee Valley
Trading East
London 
N18 3QW

FENARY LTD
Plumbing, Heating & Gas Specialists

K.W. TAXI
SERVICES

UNIT 10 BRYANT AVENUE 
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE ROMFORD

ESSEX RM3 0BY

01708 373 786

FAIRWAY, TXI, TXII, TX4
Overhauls, Servicing, Repairs
Fitting only LTI Factory Parts

cab rental, best rates,
24hr RAC cover, Fairway, TXI

KEEPING LONDON’S
TAXIS MOVING
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